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Introduction By Marcia L. Vose

To commemorate our 175th anniversary this year, we are
excited to honor four of our many favorite clients, who have
graciously welcomed us into their homes to discuss their col-
lecting experiences. The relationships that we have formed
with them represent the most satisfying role that we, as gal-
lerists*, can experience: working with collectors who love art
as much as we do, who dedicate themselves to becoming
knowledgeable, and thereby transition into connoisseurship.
Their passion for collecting and displaying their art is evi-
dent in images of their home interiors, often paired with pe-
riod furniture, decorative art and other interests.  If there is
one current running through all of their collecting experi-
ence and advice, it is “Buy what you love, buy the best you
can afford, and don’t dwell on monetary appreciation.”

Another favorite part of a gallerist’s life is helping clients
place paintings in their homes to the greatest effect. Elizabeth
Vose Frey shows us examples of finding a focal point, group-
ing by color and balance, and other hints.

In our pricing article, a subject that we have discussed
frequently in the past, we analyze the factors that determine
how we price paintings, highlighting examples taken from
our current inventory.  We hope these twenty pages or so will

serve as a guide to the current art market, and if you happen
to like paintings that are not currently in vogue, this is a great
time to buy. In fact, my husband, Bill, and I have been buying
quite a few paintings lately as the American art market still
recovers from the recent recession.

Another subject of great concern to our clients is how to
frame artwork. One of our young staff members, who has
shown a keen interest in the art of framing, including taking
a hands-on course in gilding techniques, writes in depth
about the subject, particularly about the myriad obscure
terms used in describing this pivotal task of pairing painting
and frame. 

We hope you enjoy Insights on Collecting, which is dedi-
cated to all of our clients who played the major role in help-
ing us reach our 175th birthday.

As always, our best to you from the Vose Family!

*A term that refers to art dealers who maintain a physical gallery, not just
an online presence, and sponsor exhibitions, conduct research and form a
personal relationship with clients.

Bill and Marcia Vose’s recently purchased Frederick J. Waugh
(1861–1940), with whom Vose Galleries has had a long history.
Winds and Seas makes a bold statement in their Duxbury home,
dramatically reflecting their views of the ocean.
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Charles first visited Vose Galleries while attending
Harvard Business School in the late 1960s. He recalls, “There
was a huge Frank Benson, fifteen feet by eight feet, and I just
fell in love with it!” Financial circumstances prevented its
purchase, and while the Benson remains the one that got
away, Charles has been fortunate to acquire more than one
masterpiece by the artist in the ensuing years. During a trip
to Boston in the 1980s, he stopped into Vose again and pur-
chased a large William Kaula spring landscape that contin-
ues to hang proudly in his Baltimore home after more than
thirty years. “This is still special to me.”

Charles credits his grandmother’s passion for art, and
their conversations on the subject, for planting the seeds of
his collecting. He made his first acquisitions while barely a
teenager, starting small and buying things that spoke to him.
“I purchased a Goya print in Spain…I’d go down into these
junk-shops and beneath the staircase they’d have hundreds
of Goya prints.” At the University of Pennsylvania he was ex-
posed to the work of Romanian sculptor Constantin Bran-
cusi. “Bird in Spacewas my favorite sculpture, worth one to
three million at the time, and I certainly didn’t have that as a
college student,” he remembers. “But there was a Baltimore

Pembroke table where the ends look like wings. At $3,000, that is my Bird in
Space, so I started collecting Baltimore furniture at that point.” What began with
a table developed into a calling, and over the decades Charles has amassed an
important collection of neoclassical furniture made mainly in Baltimore and
Boston between 1770 and 1830. One of his favorite furniture makers, Isaac Vose
(1767-1823), was a rare and highly sought-after Boston furniture maker whose
pieces can be found at a select number of public institutions, including the St.
Louis Museum, the Smithsonian, the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and the
Winterthur Museum. 

As time evolved so did Charles’ interest in antiquities, furniture and fine art,
particularly those with ties to his family heritage. “A lot of the collection has
been around my family, a lot of the objects, one hundred plus, were owned by
ancestors.” Charles’ enthusiasm for genealogy also prompted the commission of
several murals depicting his military forebears in the battles and wars in which
they served, explaining, “A picture says a thousand words, and you can have all
this genealogical information, but unless you can visualize it, it’s useless.” 

Philip Leslie Hale, The Cottage
Photo: photographybysharon.com

From left: Frederick Bosley, Satin Gown; Gertrude Fiske, Charlotte in Gray; Marguerite Pearson,
The Visit
Photo: photographybysharon.com

“I don’t buy to fill a space. I buy a painting
and then figure out where to put it.” 

Collector Spotlight: A Passion for Collecting
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Charles’ collection, which is housed at his primary resi-
dence in Baltimore and his two vacation homes, can vary
greatly in order to complement the surroundings. Quality
and craftsmanship remain key. In Utah, early Western land-
scapes are intermixed with hunting and fishing scenes,
which work well with his array of Native American art and
artifacts. For their Bermuda home, Charles and his wife,
Amy, designed their own seaside retreat. “We created a
Brighton [England] pavilion by the ocean…I have a few Chi-
nese and Indian objects, English regency furniture, like
Thomas Chippendale, Jr., and then tons of Vose paintings,
like that Hibbard I bought, when he was in his pointillist
style, of sailboats off the Maine coast.” Most of the artwork
consists of light and airy coastal subjects made between 1890
and 1930, as well as views specific to the island, such as
Reynolds Beal’s scenes of Hamilton and Flatts Village. 

As for the collection of paintings in Baltimore, Charles
was originally inspired by pieces he saw at the Baltimore Mu-
seum of Art. “The art that was important to me at the mu-
seum was the late 18th and early 19th century, because this
was when Baltimore was the greatest city on the East Coast
at the time, and wealthiest…[that era] was really a remark-
able period of time.” 

Since the 1970s, Charles and Amy have amassed a top-
notch collection of early American Impressionist paintings,

of which almost ninety works were purchased from Vose
Galleries. Gems by John Singer Sargent, Childe Hassam,
Maurice Prendergast, Theodore Wendel and Charles Court-
ney Curran fill the walls, as well as a large number of women
artists and figural subjects, a recurring theme among the
Boston School painters. Works by Frank Benson, William
Paxton, Philip Hale, Lilla Cabot Perry, Mary Bradish Titcomb
and George Noyes are just a sampling of the Boston group,
many of whom were originally inspired by the influential
and rare genre painter Johannes Vermeer. Charles shares
that appreciation. “I’m a great Vermeer fan, and that’s why I
like Philip Leslie Hale, because he pioneered scholarship of
Vermeer in the United States.” Hale’s The Cottage retains the
vivid colors and vigorous brushwork he developed as one of
the earliest American Impressionists painting in Giverny,
France. 

Charles visits forty to fifty museums a year, which he be-
lieves helped develop an eye for excellence. In recent years
he has begun to upgrade and edit his collections, and urges
new collectors to buy what they love. “I buy paintings and
furniture because I love it...I don’t buy for investment, but I
am conscious about trying not to lose money. I don’t buy to
fill a space. I buy a painting and then figure out where to put
it.” He also recommends keeping focused and working with
trusted advisors. “Find an honest dealer and a knowledge-
able one and then work with curators in a museum to form
your collection.”

Lower left: Lena May Newcastle, Peonies; upper left: Louis Betts, Woman Sewing; middle: Alice Worthington
Ball, Quarter after Ten; upper right: William M. Paxton, Croquet Players; lower right: Martin Johnson Heade,
Still-Life with Cherokee Roses
Photo: photographybysharon.com

“Find an honest dealer and a knowledgeable one and then
work with curators in a museum to form your collection.”



How can one set a price on a unique object? In answering
these critical and frequently asked questions, we’ll try to
make some sense out of a task that requires connoisseurship,
a comprehensive knowledge of the art market and a feel for
popular taste. Please keep in mind that all rules have excep-
tions!

When a painting first comes into Vose Galleries, we rely
on our memory of an artist’s entire body of work, honed over
years of experience, to determine an initial impression of
quality and authenticity. If the painting passes this initial
“blink test,” we then begin to research and study the painting
more thoroughly.

Also crucial in this initial stage is to evaluate condition,
and many clients fail to realize this most crucial factor in
buying a painting. Nineteenth-century paintings in particular
must be evaluated by an expert. We first look at the back of
the painting to see if it has been “lined” (a method of re-ad-
hering loosened paint by applying heat under a vacuum), or
if there is water damage, mildew or other causes of concern.
We view both the front and the back of the work with a
lighted magnifying lens to check for paint loss, scratches and
surface abrasions, and over-cleaning (skinning). Then we
view the front of the canvas with a black light that allows us
to see any in-painting caused by cracking and separation of
paint from canvas. Vose Galleries generally will not handle a
painting that has more than five percent in-paint. As op-
posed to the hundreds of auctions popping up across the
country, we take responsibility to thoroughly examine a
work, describe its condition in detail to clients and stand by
our condition report.
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What Determines the Price of an Older American Painting? By Marcia L. Vose

Most work done in the 18th and early 19th centuries typi-
cally exhibits craquelure over the entire surface because of
the quality of pigments then available, such as the portrait
above by Rufus Hathaway (1770-1822), (det.) Captain Pollycar-
pus Edson.

In the two paintings above, the dark violet or blue/black
spots to the right of the hand and in the tree show minor in-
painting. 
Top: Joseph Badger (1708-1765), (det.) Portrait-Elizabeth Gould, oil on
canvas, 43 x 33 inches, circa 1755; bottom: T. Worthington Whit-
tredge (1820-1910), (det.) Kaatskill Creek, oil on canvas, 28 1/8 x 20 1/8
inches, signed lower left: W. Whittredge.

In figural work, the face must be in very good condition,
like the one above (see Mary Brewster Hazelton (1868-1953),
(det.) Reverie, p. 24). Our red outlines point out small areas of
restoration. Heavy in-paint or over-cleaning in the face af-
fects price considerably.
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Our next step is to establish the authenticity of the work.
If it is one of the hundreds of artists whom we know well, the
first “blink” reaction often proves to be true. We base our
opinion on style, size, brushstroke, subject matter, coloration
and composition. The back of the painting shows the style of
the stretcher, which may contain inventory numbers and ex-
hibition labels. And if there is an expert on the artist, a per-
son who is compiling a catalogue raisonné (a scholarly
record of the artist’s entire production), we present the paint-
ing to the expert. If a painting will not be included in the cat-
alogue raisonné, we simply will not offer it for sale.

Fakes come in many different forms, including question-
able works with fake signatures or works by students, follow-
ers and contemporaries, which are sold as originals.
Sometimes forgers find antique blank canvases on which to
place a newly minted painting, and they may employ artifi-
cially induced cracking to give the impression of an old work.
They cleverly will use old stretchers and antique frames for
the same purpose. Robert C. Vose, Jr. (1911-1998) used to remi-
nisce about the fakes that used to abound by the artist Ralph
Blakelock (1847-1919), who was one of the most faked artists
in history. Robert was the expert on the artist, and during
one year, he was asked to authenticate over one hundred
Blakelocks. Only one was genuine.

Inclusion in a catalogue
raisonné is key for authenticity.
Vose Galleries keeps a file of over
200 experts, and J. Jonathan
Joseph is the authority on works
by Jane Peterson (1876-1965). He
published Jane Peterson, an Ameri-
can Artist in 1981, and Canal, Venice,
Italy is included in his catalogue
raisonné.

After studying at the Pratt In-
stitute and the Art Students
League, Jane Peterson went abroad
in 1907, visiting England, Italy and
France, and was enthralled by the
artistic opportunities she discov-
ered there. Canal, Venice, Italy,
likely dates from the first of many
trips she would make to the inspi-
rational floating city. Applying
complementary warm and cool
tones with dynamic impasto, the
artist captures the Rio de San
Barnaba Waterway looking east,
towards the Grand Canal with the
campanile of San Samuele in the
distance, a view still very much un-
altered today. 

Pricing: Authenticity

Jane Peterson (1876-1965), Canal, Venice, Italy
Oil on canvas, 40 x 30 inches, signed lower left: Jane Peterson, circa 1907
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Components of Pricing       

After determining authenticity and condition, we are
ready to price the work. We rely not only upon our own
memories of an artist’s oeuvre. We are aided by our ex-
tensive inventory records and photographs for over
36,000 paintings that we have sold. If there are extensive
auction records on the artist, which are usually publicly
reported, then we find comparable work to consider for
pricing. Many times, however, dealers make the market
for certain artists, particularly those dealers who have
handled an artist’s estate or who are known to have been
the principal dealer for the artist. Since dealers sell about
fifty percent of the art offered in the world, we also com-
pare our firsthand knowledge of the prices other dealers
are asking for the artist.

Changes in Taste

Changes in popular taste are one reason why we
rarely advise buying paintings for investment. A particu-

lar artist sometimes becomes a hot commodity for no ap-
parent reason. Nowadays there is still a popular demand
for light, impressionistic paintings, while the Hudson
River School palette is less sought. None of the taste is-
sues have a thing to do with quality, but popularity cer-
tainly affects price. If you are an independent buyer, one
who collects because of the quality and personal appeal
of the work, your finances will feel much less of a pinch.
Historically, styles go in and out of favor continually, and
trends are difficult to predict.

The Market for Landscapes

While masterpiece paintings from the 19th century
still hold their values, the recent recession has softened
values somewhat, with the exception of White Mountain
(NH) School artists. White Mountain collectors demand
that a landscape be located, and there is competition by a
small group of experts to see who can identify a generic
landscape of the White Mountains. We consult several of
these expert sources to verify location, and they are very
exacting!

Pricing: Components of Pricing

Charles W. Knapp (1823-1900), View on the Pemigewasset River, New Hampshire
Oil on canvas, 24 x 42 inches, signed and dated lower left: C. W. Knapp / 73
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Pricing: Located Scenes

Paintings must be thoroughly typical of the
artist and be painted during the best period to
bring the highest price. Artists are prized for cer-
tain subject matter, and knowledge of this infor-
mation is crucial in setting price. 

The work at right by the esteemed 19th-cen-
tury marine artist Alfred T. Bricher (1837-1908), is
not located and is priced a third to a half lower
than a located scene of similar size would be.

Jasper Cropsey’s (1823-1900) favorite location
was around Greenwood Lake (below), which bor-
ders New York and New Jersey. In a letter to John
Wickliffe Kitchell (1835-1914) written in 1897,
Cropsey recalled, “I lived at the Greenwood Lake
during the summer for a number of years and
formed a strong attachment to the place. It has
been the origin of many of my pictures.” (Letter
written by Jasper Cropsey to Captain John Wick-
liffe Kitchell, August 21, 1897.)  

Jasper Francis Cropsey (1823-1900), Greenwood Lake, New Jersey
Oil on canvas, 12 x 20 inches, signed and dated lower right: J. F. Cropsey / 1874

Alfred Thompson Bricher (1837-1908), Seascape with Boats Offshore
Oil on canvas, 24 1/8 x 20 inches, signed lower right: AT Bricher
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Collectors prefer
bright, colorful landscapes
of identifiable locations
that can be verified (un-
scrupulous dealers often-
times add a fictitious
location to increase value).
Unless the artist is very
well-known, generic
scenes, particularly those
of the 19th century, can be
difficult to sell and bring
much less in the market-
place.

Pricing: Located Scenes

Albion Harris Bicknell (1837-1915), Salem Road, Woburn, Massachusetts
Oil on canvas, 36 x 50 inches, signed lower right: Bicknell, circa 1886

George Albert Frost (1843-1907), Inner Harbor, New Castle, New Hampshire
Oil on canvas, 16 x 24 inches, signed and dated lower right: G. A. Frost / 1892
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Pricing: Located Scenes

Addison Thomas Millar (1860-1913), Old Man's Back, Siasconset, Nantucket, Massachusetts
Oil on canvas, 18 1/8 x 30 inches, signed lower left: Addison T. Millar / Nantucket, circa 1899

Hermann Herzog (1832-1932), Delaware Trout Fishing
Oil on canvas, 24 x 30 inches, signed lower left: H. Herzog
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The Market for Ship Portraits

Ship paintings, consistently popular in the past, have lost
some lustre recently and are a good buy. Provenance is again
crucial to help establish authenticity and record the history of
the ship. The Stag Hound (above) has a well-documented his-
tory: commissioned from the artist by the Plymouth Cordage

Company for an annual calendar, circa 1930s-1940s, where it
hung in a company building for many years; gifted to a mem-
ber of senior management when the company closed, 1964; by
descent within the family to his sons, private collection,
Manomet, Massachusetts, 2013. In contrast, ships in danger-
ous waters or images of shipwrecks, despite their drama, lag
behind in the marketplace, as do generic, unnamed ships. 

Pricing: Ship Portraits

Frank Vining Smith (1879-1967), The Stag Hound
Oil on Masonite, 28 1/2 x 36 1/8 inches, signed lower right: Frank Vining Smith

Franklin Dullin Briscoe (1844-1903), Shipwreck and Rescue
Oil on canvas, 22 x 36 1/2 inches, signed and dated lower right: F. D. Briscoe 1897



What about buying at auction? Caveat emptor!

Auction mania has overtaken the art world with literally
hundreds of sites popping up each year in little towns from
Maine to California. There are so many, in fact, that auction
aggregators such as Bidsquare, Barnebys, Artnet, Live Auc-
tioneers and AskArt, to name a few, have established web-
sites that consolidate information and images from the
diverse lots offered at both major and minor auctions. Buyers
are purchasing items that they have not seen in person, trust-
ing the information provided by the auction house. Boston
auctioneer Michael Grogan notes this phenomenon, “The
Internet has fundamentally changed our relationship with
buyers. It has given us direct access to the end user, eliminat-
ing the traditional middle man. It has also required us to be
more thorough in our photography and cataloguing, as many
buyers are bidding sight unseen.” Another regional auction-
eer, Frank Kaminski, adds, “We run at least three bidding
platforms, including our own KaminskiLIVE, at every auc-
tion, and we see very few people in the audience nowadays.
We’ve also reduced our print advertising and increased our
online presence due to the number of customers who find it
easier to bid through the Internet. We had bidders from over
82 different countries at our last auction.” Blouin: Art and Auc-
tion Magazine, 9/29/15.

I have written many times about the considerable risks in
buying and selling at auction, but the thought that buyers
would purchase an item sight unseen gives me nightmares.
At the very least, photos on the web and in catalogues are no-
toriously misleading, with inaccurate color or even with im-
ages that have been “photoshopped” to look better than the
actual painting. How the auctions describe condition can be

just as inaccurate, accompanied by the caveat that the buyer
should inspect the work in person, and that they are not re-
sponsible for their condition reports! Even worse, auction
practice for describing the condition of a watercolor typically
reads:

Condition: Slight overall paper discoloration with minor toning
along extreme edges; otherwise, this work appears to be in good
condition; not examined outside of frame; matted and framed
under glass. 

In contrast, we take every watercolor out of its frame to
determine whether there is acid burn, fading colors, mildew
spots or discoloration, issues that cannot be viewed while the
work is encased in a frame. 

We follow auctions very carefully and are amazed by the
many fakes that we see offered, particularly at small local
auctions with little expertise on staff. And what happens if
you buy a fake? Again, take a look at the fine print! People
don’t seem to believe me when I note that auctions don’t
stand by anything they say, both in a catalogue, in an online
listing or verbally! It seems inconceivable, but take the time
to peruse the back of the catalogue, where it typically states
something like this: 

All statements by us in the catalogue entry for the property or in
the condition report, or made orally or in writing elsewhere, are
statements of opinion and are not to be relied on as statements of
fact. Such statements do not constitute a representation, warranty
or assumption of liability by us of any kind. References in the cata-
logue entry or the condition report to damage or restoration are for
guidance only and should be evaluated by personal inspection by
the bidder or a knowledgeable representative. 

Would you buy from a dealer who doesn’t guaran-
tee anything? Legally, a dealer makes an express war-
ranty of authenticity, be it verbal or written, and if a
painting proves to be a fake, the dealer is exposed to
breach of warranty. The buyer can take action within
the applicable statute of limitations under the Uni-
form Commercial Code. Equally important when
buying from Vose Galleries: you can try it in your
home or office before you commit, and return it for
any reason!

And, yes, this writer has bought a fake at auction
for our personal collection (at left), but at least, being
an animal lover, the image is very appealing to me.
Our bank account, however, was clipped by $5,000
after the auctioneer referred me to the catalogue
statement that he takes no responsibility for authen-
ticity! 
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Pricing: Buying at Auction

Unknown American Artist (20th c.), Veterinarian's Office
Oil on canvas mounted to board, 29 7/8 x 35 1/2 inches
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The Role of Quality

The next step in pricing is to
rank the quality of the painting,
and we use the simple grading
system “A to F.” Most artists
produce works of varying qual-
ity. The artist might be experi-
menting with a new technique,
which may or may not work. Fi-
nancial crises might require the
artist to dash off a few canvases
to refill the bank account. Or
mental or physical problems
may be the cause of poor qual-
ity work. Whatever the reason,
quality is one of the most im-
portant factors in setting price,
and the eye of an expert who
has seen the entire scope of an
artist’s work is crucial.

Pricing: Quality

James Jeffrey Grant (1883-1960), Gloucester Wharf, Massachusetts
Oil on canvas, 30 x 35 inches, signed lower left: J. Jeffrey Grant

James Jeffrey Grant (1883-1960), Street Scene in Gloucester
Oil on canvas, 30 x 35 inches, signed lower left: J. Jeffrey Grant



John Joseph Enneking (1841-1916) (from
top to bottom): Tranquility at Sunset, oil on

canvas, 31 1/2 x 39 1/4 inches, signed 
and dated lower right: Enneking 79; 

Bailing his Rowboat, oil on canvas,16 x 22
inches, signed and dated lower right: Ennek-
ing 89; Brook in Autumn, oil on canvas, 18 x

24 inches, signed lower right: Enneking

15

During John J. Enneking’s (1841-1916) hey-
day at the turn of the 20th century, his crepus-
cular sunset scenes were highly sought,
perhaps because of the popularity of the
French Barbizon movement. Today’s collectors
prefer the more high-keyed colors, and these
rich, jewel-like sunset images are a bargain.

Composition, complexity and perspective
all play a big role in pricing quality. These
other two top examples by Enneking employ
perspective to allow the viewer to peruse the
foreground and travel to the middle and far
distance. Being equal in quality, Bailing his
Rowboat is priced lower only because of its
smaller size.

Pricing: Quality
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Aldro Hibbard (1886-1972), was a prolific painter,
known for his ability to paint snow in many different
lights. Hibbard’s landscapes are crisp and detailed at
their best, but in his later years, he painted with a broad
brush and his work became sketchy. While Hibbard’s
“A+” paintings can bring into the six figures, “C” paint-
ings that come up often at auction command a drastically
lower price. 

Thus, as we’ve said before, the painting must be thor-
oughly typical of the artist and be painted during his best
period to bring the highest price. These are the paintings
that have the best chance of increasing in value, which is
why, if you are buying for investment (against our ad-
vice!), we recommend that our clients buy the best exam-
ples that they can afford. Hibbard’s paintings from the
1920s, during trips to the Canadian Rockies, are among
his most powerful and popular.

Pricing: Quality

Aldro T. Hibbard (1886-1972), Canadian Rockies, Banff, Alberta, Canada
Oil on canvas, 40 x 50 inches, signed and dated lower left: A. T. Hibbard '27
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In his later years, Hibbard’s
work became sketchier, as seen in
the image on the right. Not only is
it broadly brushed, but the subject
matter is a seascape. Because Hib-
bard was known as a master at
painting snow, his winter scenes
generally command a much higher
price.

Pricing: Quality

Aldro T. Hibbard (1886-1972), Mountain Range
Oil on canvas, 30 1/4 x 50 1/4 inches, signed lower right: A. T. Hibbard

Aldro T. Hibbard (1886-1972), Gull Rock, Monhegan
Oil on canvas mounted to board,18 x 25 7/8 inches, signed lower right: A.T. Hibbard, circa 1950 
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The Market for Still-Life Paintings

The centuries-old tradition of still-life painting is consid-
ered a decorative style that appeals particularly to clients
who have a passionate interest in objects prized by all cul-
tures, ancient and new. Even more than landscape and fig-
ural works, demand for still-life waxes and wanes. For
example, following the 1972 publication American Still-Life
Painting, by William Gerdts and Russell Burke, the leading
scholars in the field, demand started to build for this forgot-

ten subject matter. Later, Gerdts’ 1981 exhibition and cata-
logue, Painters of the Humble Truth, Masterpieces of American
Still-Life, 1801-1939, that ran for almost 300 pages and in-
cluded copious images, became the modern bible for still-life
painting and set the stage for rising prices and overwhelming
demand. Paintings by 19th-century masters—Harnett, Peto,
Roesen, to name three—became wildly popular with prices
ranging well into the six figures. Recently these prices have
returned to a more affordable level.

Hermann Dudley Murphy (1867-1945) excelled at every
form of painting—figural, landscape and still-life—but his el-
egant floral still-lifes stand as his most popular work and are
priced accordingly. A product of the Boston Museum School
and the great French ateliers, the artist became a significant
figure in the Boston and New York art communities. Murphy
became an Associate (1930) and an Academician (1934) of the
National Academy, and was a member of the Boston Art Club,
the Guild of Boston Artists, the National Arts Club and the
Boston Society of Watercolor Painters.

Vose Galleries had a close relationship with the artist and
bought Murphy’s highly respected Carrig-Rohane frame shop
in 1917, keeping him on as a designer. Murphy won countless
prizes and awards, and his work is represented at many presti-
gious institutions, including the Art Institute of Chicago, the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, the National Academy of De-
sign, the Albright-Knox Art Gallery of Buffalo, the Dallas Mu-
seum of Art, the Cincinnati Art Museum and the Saint Louis
Art Museum.

Pricing: Still-Lifes

Hermann Dudley Murphy (1867-1945), Single White Peonies
Oil on canvas, 24 7/8 x 30 1/8 inches, signed lower left: H. Dudley Murphy, 1934
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The first art historian to examine Ameri-
can still-life, Arthur Edwin Bye (1885-1969),
counted Emil Carlsen (1853-1932) among the
top four painters of the genre, referring to
him as “unquestionably the most accom-
plished master of still-life painting today.”
Bye even dedicated his book, Pots and Pans,
to Carlsen.

N.B. Pots and Pans is out of print, but the en-
tire book may be read gratis on Google
Books. Bye writes with a refreshing sense of
humor!

Pricing: Still-Lifes

Soren Emil Carlsen (1853-1932), Roses and Vase
Oil on canvas, 25 1/8 x 35 1/8 inches, signed and dated lower right: Emil. Carlsen. 1894

John Ferguson Weir (1841-1926), Still-Life with Pink and White Peonies
Oil on canvas, 30 x 25 inches, signed and dated upper left: Jno. F. Weir / 1899
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Like his contemporary,
William Merritt Chase (1849-
1916) in New York, Philadelphia
painter Milne Ramsey (1847-
1915) painted still-lifes that fea-
tured gourmet delicacies of
fruit, vegetables, and, yes, dead
fish! These pictures, following
in the traditions of Dutch and
Flemish painting, were all the
rage in the decades around the
1900s but have not had a resur-
gence yet in modern times.

In recent years in the
Boston area, Robert Douglas
Hunter (1928-2014) has been
the most celebrated contempo-
rary still-life painter until his
death in 2014. He always priced
his paintings by the square
inch! The Over-Turned Kettle is a
top example of his earlier
work.

Pricing: Still-Lifes

Milne Ramsey (1847-1915), Still-Life with Copper Kettle and Herring
Oil on canvas, 24 x 29 inches, signed and dated lower right: 
Milne Ramsey / 6.82

Robert Douglas Hunter (1928-2014), The Over-Turned Kettle
Oil on canvas, 25 x 45 1/4 inches, signed lower right: Robert Douglas Hunter, circa 1963
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Recent good news! 

The Philadelphia Museum of Art re-
cently hosted a major exhibition, Audubon
to Warhol: The Art of American Still-Life, fea-
turing 130 masterworks by ninety artists.
The catalogue of the same title includes es-
says by several current art historians and
offers new perspectives on our cultural his-
tory. Could this event prompt a new resur-
gence of interest?!

Pricing: Still-Lifes

Maurice Compris (1885-1939), Still-Life
Oil on canvas, 36 x 30 inches
Signed upper left: M. Compris

Elizabeth Okie Paxton (1877-1971), Kitchen Still-Life - China, Pewter and Lemons
Oil on canvas, 25 x 30 inches, signed lower right: Elizabeth Paxton
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The Importance of Subject Matter

Light, bright beach scenes are still the most
popular images. Here we show a 16 x 20 inch beach
scene by Mabel Woodward (1877-1945) priced at
$45,000. The work by her teacher, Charles Wood-
bury (1864-1940), however, is priced at $48,000 even
though it is significantly larger, but Woodbury’s
gift for depicting the motion of water is also highly
appealing to many collectors.

If Paul Strisik’s (1918-1998)
lively seaside scene was located in
the United States, it would bring a
higher price, typical of most paint-
ings of foreign scenes. 

Even when the setting is some-
what dark, Woodbury masterfully
captures the nuances and jewel tones
of the palette, as seen in Bathing Pool,
Green Girl, Narrow Cove, Ogunquit.

Pricing: Subject Matter

Charles H. Woodbury (1864-1940), Bathing Pool, Green Girl, Narrow Cove, Ogunquit
Oil on canvas, 20 1/8 x 27 1/8 inches, signed lower left: Charles H. Woodbury

Paul Strisik (1918-1998), Sunday Morning, Estoril, Portugal
Oil on Masonite, 8 x 15 7/8 inches, signed lower left: P. Strisik, 1985

Mabel May Woodward (1877-1945), Ogunquit Bathers
Oil on canvas, 16 x 20 inches, signed lower right: M. M. Woodward
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Hunting and fishing scenes are also very pop-
ular. Artists Aiden L. Ripley (1896-1969) and John
Whorf (1903-1959) are masters of the subject, and
some of their most desirable work is executed in
watercolor because of its spontaneity. Watercol-
ors are also easy to transport, allowing the artist
more freedom to roam in search of subject mat-
ter. Many people shy away from watercolors, be-
lieving that they are fragile or ephemeral, and
also object to the glare from the glass used in
framing. With modern methods of matting and
framing, however, watercolors can last for genera-
tions. As with all paintings, keep them out of di-
rect sunlight or rooms bathed in indirect
sunlight. They should be mounted in acid-free,
100% rag fiber mat stock in a thickness of four or
eight ply. In order to reduce glare, watercolors
can now be glazed with museum glass, which
practically eliminates the problem.

Pricing: Subject Matter

Aiden Lassell Ripley (1896-1969) 
The Grouse Hunter, watercolor on paper  
20 1/4 x 16 1/4 inches, signed lower left: 

A. Lassell Ripley

John Whorf (1903-1959), Paddling Downstream
Watercolor on paper, 15 1/2 x 22 inches, signed lower right: John Whorf
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The Market for Figural Work

Historically, figural work by painters of the Boston School,
which specialized in the subject matter, were eagerly sought,
but recently the demand has been waning a bit. All three of
the figural works in this section are museum-quality, but
many clients can’t visualize how they would fit into a home
setting. On the contrary, the consignor of Joseph DeCamp’s
(1858-1923) The Kreutzer Sonata (Violinist II) (opposite) hung the
painting at the end of his very large living room and it was riv-
eting. Granted, the large scale would require a large room, but
the results can be spectacular. And there is the satisfaction
that comes with owning one of the artist’s most prized works.

A founder of the Boston Museum School, Francis D. Millet
(1846-1912) led a nomadic lifestyle, studying painting at the
Royal Academy and with teachers throughout Europe. He
lived abroad for most of his life, but made frequent trips to the
United States to paint and reconnect with his many artist
friends. During his time in England in his later years, he was
at the center of a small group of artists, including Americans,
at the art colony in Broadway, and counted John Singer Sar-
gent (1856-1925) as a friend and fellow expatriate. This elegant
portrait of one of Millet’s students is testament to his consider-
able talents and stands among his best work. One can almost
feel the rich nap of her velvet dress.

Mary Brewster Hazelton (1868-1953) is one of many female
artists who fail to get the recognition they deserve. After grad-
uating from the Boston Museum School, she taught there
from 1888-1906, serving as assistant to the illustrious leader of
the Boston School, Edmund Tarbell (1862-1938). She lost much
of her work in the disastrous Harcourt Studios fire in Boston,
and became one of the first artists to move into the newly built
replacement, Fenway Studios, where she continued as an
artist until 1940. Her work is rare, and Reverie is one of the
finest examples we have seen. The back of a painting can tell
us a great deal. Hazelton’s lovely figural retains an original ex-
hibition label from the prestigious Panama-Pacific Exhibition
of 1915.

Pricing: Figural Work

Francis Davis Millet (1846-1912), Portrait of
Sadie P. Waters, oil on canvas, 49 1/4 x 31 1/4
inches, signed lower right: F. D. Millet, 1888

Left: Mary Brewster Hazelton (1868-1953), Reverie, oil on
canvas, 32 x 28 inches, signed and dated upper left: M. B.
Hazelton / 1914; Above: 1915 Panama Pacific International 
Exposition label, located on the back of the painting
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The Importance of Exhibition History

When considering an acquisition, most museums place
great emphasis on the painting’s exhibition history. De-
Camp’s The Kreutzer Sonata (Violinist II) is one such painting:
Exhibitions: 15th Annual Exhibition, Ten American Painters,
Montross Gallery, New York, 1912, No. 8; 19th Annual Exhibi-
tion of American Art, Cincinnati Art Museum, Ohio, 1912, No.
88, Illus. p. 15; 25th Annual Exhibition of American Oil Paintings
and Sculpture, Art Institute of Chicago, Illinois, 1912, No. 76;

28th Annual Exhibition of Oil Paintings by American Artists, John
Herron Art Institute, Art Association of Indianapolis, Indi-
ana, 1913, No. 19; 19th Annual Exhibition of the Artists’ Club of
Denver, Colorado, 1913, No. 15; Joseph DeCamp Memorial Exhi-
bition, 1924 (with exhibitions in Boston: Massachusetts, Buf-
falo: New York, Rochester: New York, Cincinnati: Ohio, and
Indianapolis: Indiana); A Century of American Impressionism,
C. W. Post Art Gallery, Long Island City, New York, 1982, Illus.; 
Masterworks of American Impressionism from the Pfeil Collection,
Columbus Museum of Art, Ohio, 1992, No. 26, Illus.

Pricing: Exhibition History

Joseph Rodefer DeCamp (1858-1923), The Kreutzer Sonata (Violinist II)
Oil on canvas, 48 1/4 x 40 1/4 inches, signed and dated lower left: Joseph DeCamp 1912
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The Art of Self-Promotion
Artists who are adept at marketing

their work definitely are leagues ahead
of those who don’t. Those who submit
their work to prestigious exhibitions, win
prizes, join professional societies and
place their work with prestigious gal-
leries are the ones who are recognized
and remembered. But there are many
artists of equal talent who don’t know
how to advocate for their work, or don’t
care to join professional groups, or who
“just want to paint” and forget the rest.

In the case of Helen Savier DuMond
(1872-1968), she was clearly in the shadow
of her famous teacher, Frank Vincent
DuMond (1865-1951), whom she later
married. Although she was featured in a
few prestigious exhibitions, such as the
Panama-Pacific Exhibition of 1915, little is
known of her life. There are only fifty-six
auction records, and of those, forty-one
of her works were thrown into a small
Connecticut auction in 2006 and 2007,
many as unstretched canvases, which
greatly affected their values. Paintings
from trips with her husband, an avid
fisherman, to Canada’s Cape Breton re-
gion are the equal of paintings done by
her famous spouse.

Virginia Precourt (1916-2008) in-
vented two unique art methods, one
which she called polyfresco and the
other, pastel leaf, as seen in the painting
at left. The technique is laborious: Vir-
ginia prepared a board, sealed layers of
fabric to it to provide texture, and ap-
plied a gold size medium—a tacky adhe-
sive used in gold leafing. When the
medium became tacky, she began to
apply pastel color. She continued build-
ing the canvas in this way, usually apply-
ing five different layers that built up the
colors and were permanently bound
from behind by the glue. Because of the
time required to finish each painting,
Virginia produced only about 200 works
in her lifetime. As such, there wasn’t a
large body of work to be evaluated by ac-
ademic and professional institutions (al-
though she was elected a Copley
Master), recognition that drives prices
upward. This work in particular shows
off the jewel tones resulting from the
many layers of pigment.

Pricing: Unsung Artists

Helen Savier DuMond (1872-1968), Hills of Cape Breton
Oil on canvas, 24 1/8 x 30 inches
Signed lower left: Helen Savier DuMond

Virginia Strom Precourt (1916-2008), Hidden Spring, Iron Water
Mixed media on canvas, 24 x 30 inches, initialed lower right: VP, 2003
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Waiting to be Rediscovered!
The fact that two highly respected

artist/teachers of the early Provincetown Art
Colony have not been more recognized is a co-
nundrum. In 1916, esteemed Boston art critic
A. J. Philpott ran a headline in the Boston Globe,
“Biggest art colony in the world at Province-
town.” He was referring to the 300 artists who
flocked to the area to study and paint the
quaint town on the tip of Cape Cod, Massa-
chusetts. The leading teacher, Charles
Hawthorne (1872-1930), had founded the Cape
Cod School of Art there in 1899, and became
world famous for his teachings and his depic-
tions of the local fishermen and town folk. 

Henry Hensche (1899-1992) studied with
Hawthorne and became his assistant in 1928.
After Hawthorne died unexpectedly in 1930,
Hensche reopened the school in 1935, where
he taught for the next fifty years. Although
Hensche continued teaching in Hawthorne’s
impressionistic and plein-air style, he was also
influenced by the new wave of modernism and
to the poetic character of light and color. He
developed the “block study” technique that al-
lowed the student to concentrate on the blocks
of color in a painting, variations in color
within each block surface, and the surround-
ing environment under different light condi-
tions. Hensche’s awards during his lifetime
were numerous. Among them: the Pulitzer
Traveling Prize from Columbia University and
the Hallgarten Prize from the National Acad-
emy of Design. He exhibited at the Art Insti-
tute of Chicago, the Corcoran Gallery, the
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts and
had many other one-man shows.

Hensche’s direct contemporary, Jerry
Farnsworth (1895-1982), studied at the Corco-
ran Art School in Washington, D.C., and later
trained with Hawthorne in Provincetown. He
exhibited widely at such prestigious institu-
tions as the Pennsylvania Academy, the
Carnegie Institute, the Toledo Museum of Art
and the MFA, Houston. He was elected a Na-
tional Academician in 1935, and founded the
Farnsworth School of Art in North Truro, Mas-
sachusetts, and Sarasota, Florida. By 1970,
Farnsworth had work in over thirty museums
throughout the country!

In 1928, The Picnic, a masterwork, won
Grand Central Galleries’ Golden State Prize
for best work by an artist under forty.

Pricing: Unsung Artists

Henry Hensche (1899-1992), Provincetown Street Scene, oil on
board, 23 5/8 x 27 1/2 inches, signed lower right: Henry Hensche

Jerry Farnsworth (1895-1982), The Picnic, oil on canvas, 42 1/4 x
36 1/4 inches, signed upper left: Jerry Farnsworth, circa 1928
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Jim and his wife Hanna were introduced to Robert C.
Vose, Jr. through Hanna’s mother back in the mid-1990s. Jim
recalls, “He was absolutely the most gracious person, with a
wonderful sense of values, in life and in art. And the collec-
tion in that apartment was quite something. The painting I
remember was—I saw it the instant we walked in—a winter
scene by A. C. Goodwin on top of Beacon Hill, looking down
Mt. Vernon Street...I loved that visit.”

Both Jim and Hanna studied art and art history while in
college, and as an American Studies major at Amherst Col-
lege, an incredibly rare opportunity fell into Jim’s lap. His

advisor, Henry Steele Commager (a nationally recognized
historian and author), told Jim, “A friend of mine received at
his museum in Detroit, the microfilm to all of Mary Cassatt’s
letters to her family, from 1868 to 1923, and no scholar has
ever seen it. This is your thesis.” That thesis was the impetus
for their first major purchase, a rare first state drypoint by
Cassatt, which the couple discovered during a trip to New
York City. Hanna remembers saying to Jim, “I’ve seen this in-
credible Mary Cassatt—it’s much more than we would ever
want to spend, but do you want to see it?” To this day, the
amazing work hangs in a place of honor in their home. 

Although they had acquired minor pieces before then, purchasing the Cassatt set the
couple on a path to begin collecting American works on paper with a specific figural theme.
“One of the reasons we love works on paper is they are revealing about the artist’s founda-
tions and intent,” says Hanna. “We knew once we got into it that we had to focus. There are
an endless number of prints that we love!...I think you should find a focus relatively quickly
because there are so many things that appeal to you, and there is satisfaction in having the
hunt more circumscribed.” Jim joined the board of the Cleveland Museum of Art in 1993,
and became president in 2001. Through their involvement in the museum, the collectors be-
came acquainted with Jane Glaubinger, the Curator of Prints. Jane began advising the cou-
ple in navigating the voluminous world of prints, with the understanding that some of the
works on paper would be gifted to the museum. “She was a wonderful advisor to have in
this process, because she was fiercely honest, has a great eye, great connections...it was a
great relationship,” Jim says. The couple has carefully gathered approximately thirty impor-
tant works on paper over the past fifteen years, including noted artists Elie Nadelman, Regi-
nald Marsh, Edward Hopper, Grant Wood and Childe Hassam, as well as a number of the
white line printmakers working in Provincetown from the early 20th century. “You really

Collector Spotlight: Collecting in Cleveland, Coming Home to Boston

Mary Cassatt (1844-1926)
Woman Bathing, drypoint
and aquatint, first state

Jane Peterson (1876-1965), Street Scene-New England

“You really have to like it and want to live with it.
There’s nothing on the walls that I walk by and 

look at and don’t feel good about.”
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need to go into it with someone, not to tell you what to buy,
but to put any purchase into a context: know how many edi-
tions there are, know something about its history, is this an
exceptional one, and so forth,” advises Hanna.

An essential consideration when buying prints or any
older works of art is condition, which the couple learned
early on. Hanna remembers, “We had no idea about condi-
tion. Jane [Glaubinger] believes that you should never buy a
work on paper without seeing it out of its frame. You have to
look at the back, and that takes a certain amount of courage
if you’re new to collecting. I remember at Skinner seeing
something in a glass case and saying ‘Well, can I see it?’ and
they weren’t about to let me do that, and we said ‘Goodbye!’”

When they began collecting works on paper, the couple
saw a need to invest in some larger oil paintings as well, and
have purchased pieces mainly from reputable dealers. Most
have come through Vose Galleries. “Usually we’ve followed
our instinct on what we like, and trust you (Vose) for quality,”
says Hanna, later adding, “In busy lives, you simply cannot
devote enormous time searching for what you want, so you
are well served to find a dealer or curator that you can trust.”
They have gravitated toward Impressionistic or Post-Impres-
sionistic oil paintings by notable New England painters, par-
ticularly women artists. “We really have, and pride ourselves
on finding, some great women artists. Marion Monks Chase,
Jane Peterson, Gertrude Fiske—we love their work and are
very fortunate to have been able to collect some of their best
that are so pleasing to live with,” says Jim. Their favorite
piece in the collection is a large street scene by Peterson
which they acquired at Vose in 2004 after seeing it in our cat-
alogue. “When the light is proper and you focus on it, the
perspective and the depth, the telephone pole in the fore-
ground, the reflection of the figures, it gathers so many ele-
ments together that makes it…extremely compelling.” 

Another striking picture, purchased from Vose after the
couple relocated to Boston in 2009, is by the rare early Mod-
ernist Marion Monks Chase, which reminds them of apart-

ments they have rented in Paris over the years. “[Paris is] our
second city, and we have many fond memories and love the
time we spend there...we like to be reminded of France.”
Chase was the only woman included in “The Five,” a group
of Modernist painters who exhibited together in the 1920s.
Jim exclaims, “I frankly think it’s beautifully rendered. The
way she’s used tonal values, the building of perspective,
shadow effect—all of that. It’s a very satisfying experience
and you never get tired of it.” 

The Chase is complemented by additional paintings
bought through the gallery, including Boston scenes by
Arthur C. Goodwin, snippets of everyday life in France by
Parisian-born Bernard Lamotte, and some lovely landscapes
by Boston School artists Mary Bradish Titcomb and
Gertrude Fiske.

Jim and Hanna agree that the chief concern when build-
ing a collection is a visceral reaction to a particular piece.
“We wanted to collect works of art that we wanted to live
with. And, well, some people talk about building a collection
they can give to a museum and they don’t care if they like it.
It depends on the mindset…we don’t think that way,” says
Hanna. Jim agrees, “You really have to like it and want to live
with it…There’s nothing on the walls that I walk by and look
at and don’t feel good about.” 

Arthur C. Goodwin (1864-1929), Looking Down
Tremont Street, Boston, Massachusetts

Marion Monks Chase (1874-1957), May

“We really have, and pride ourselves on
finding, some great women artists. 
Marion Monks Chase, Jane Peterson,
Gertrude Fiske—we love their work and
are very fortunate to have been able to
collect some of their best that are so

pleasing to live with.”
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Framing Matters                                                                      By Tyler M. Prince

Enrico Meneghelli’s (1853-
after 1912) Dartmouth Street,
Boston, is enclosed in an excellent
example of a period American
frame. The fluted cove, with a
sanded liner and leaf and berry
ornament, became popular in the
1860s and remains the perfect set-
ting for this charming scene of
Boston’s Back Bay. This was a
well-established style by the time
Meneghelli painted this little
gem, and would have been seen
on the walls of tastefully ap-
pointed rooms of the same
brownstones he depicted. 

A well-designed frame is a part of the completed work of
art, instantly recognizable as the perfect complement to the
painting it encloses. Hudson River School painter Thomas
Cole (1801-1848) described the frame as “the soul of the paint-
ing.” At its most prosaic, a frame is used for the protection
and lighting of a work of art. The sturdy wooden box prevents
damage to the more delicate canvas or paper, while the
gleaming finish reflects light onto the surface. Even the hum-
blest frame can most often accomplish these simple tasks,
while the best examples are often considered works of art
themselves.

Changing tastes have introduced a vast language of design
in framing. Frame design has been closely linked with inte-
rior and furniture design from the time that art began to
move from the church to the private home. When choosing a
frame we are able to draw on influences from the exuberant
curls of the Rococo period to the ebony ripples of Dutch and
Flemish design. American framing has always looked to these
outside influences in the evolution of style. 

Framers and artists in the New World would assimilate
popular European forms and adapt them to suit their own
tastes and artwork. As the United States’ world standing so-
lidified, the visual lexicon became broader and even more

global. Arabesque and African designs became increasingly
prevalent, while Japonisme and the earlier styles of the Old
China Trade introduced eastern influences. 

Today this language is vaster than ever, but the traditional
process of creating a frame has remained relatively un-
changed for hundreds of years. Once the four lengths of wood
molding have been joined, they are decorated with hand
carved or cast ornament. Most cast ornament is in composi-
tion: a mixture of resin, linseed oil, animal glue and calcium-
carbonate. Commonly known as compo, the mix dries hard
but can be reactivated and made pliable again. This material
allowed for the rapid spread of styles and popular motifs. The
raw frame is then coated in gesso, which is traditionally made
from animal glue, water and calcium-carbonate, to create a
uniformly smooth surface. After several coats of gesso, a fin-
ish of extremely fine clay is brushed on. This clay, also known
as bole, typically comes in primary colors and black, and the
chosen color will show through the thin gold leaf, adding
depth to the final tone of the frame. Once the bole is set, gold
leaf is applied and burnished. Selective burnishing creates
pleasing contrasts between matte lowlights and lustrous high-
lights. Finally, the new frame can be antiqued using a variety
of techniques to give it the appearance of age.

Enrico Meneghelli (1853-after 1912), Dartmouth Street, Boston
Oil on board, 9 x 11 3/4 inches, signed lower right: E. Meneghelli, period frame



Many of the most rudimentary components in a frame
are seen in Francis Augustus Silva’s (1835-1886) Lighthouse at
Sunset. The frame itself is composed of an outer cap with two
interior liners, and is highly decorative. The top edge is deco-
rated with a running laurel and berry treatment, an echoing
theme throughout the frame. The repetition along the edge
is interrupted by molded corner straps and center straps fin-
ished to imitate a cord tie. Influenced by the British Aesthetic
Movement and William Morris’ (1834-1896) lush textile de-

signs, an arch and flower pattern decorates the curving inner
panel of the cap and was a popular motif throughout the
1870s. The elegant S-curve of this panel is known as an ogee,
while a simple arcing scoop is a cove. Leaves and berries
adorn the panel’s corners, thus carrying the motif from the
top edge to the first inner liner, where a running pearl bead
decoration begins. Inside the beading is a narrow, recessed
flat panel which was likely designed to be sanded, a popular
practice of the time. 
Sanding was a process in which silica was mixed into

gesso and applied prior to gilding, thereby adding visual in-
terest and texture to the frame. Further in lies a tiny band of
composition in a trefoil pattern enclosed by arching fretwork
before a final flat panel. The second liner is extremely simple
and gives the painting some buffer from the heavier outer or-
nament. The innermost edge of the frame is known as the
sight edge. Although not all frames are as ornate, most fol-
low some version of this cap and liner construction.
Antique frames are often fine examples of period design,

but they may not always suit a collector’s taste or personal
style. We often find that a new frame can dramatically
change the look and feel of a painting, refreshing it for a new
owner or setting. Every decision we make when reframing is
carefully considered, with variables of scale, tone and style
all weighed against each other.
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Francis Augustus Silva (1835-1886), Lighthouse at Sunset, oil on canvas, 22 x 36 inches
Signed and dated lower right: F. A. Silva / 78, likely the original frame
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The first decision we make in frame design is the
style, which involves several variables. We factor in
the artist’s preferred framing style along with similar
period styles, modern tastes, and the subject of the
painting itself. Some of the best frame design subtly
alludes to the subject of the painting using referen-
tial carvings or ornament. Today, we find that tastes
lean toward simplified takes on classic designs, with
some room left for selective instances of graceful
flamboyance, such as the reproduction grille style
frame seen on John Ferguson Weir’s (1841-1926) A
Study in Black and Gold (Portrait of Miss Coe). This is
an excellent example of a tastefully elaborate frame,
in which the intricate ornament complements the
subtle play of tones in the painting. Originally de-
signed in the 1880s by famed architect and frame de-
signer Stanford White (1853-1906) for a work by artist
Thomas Wilmer Dewing (1851-1938), the burnished
highlights and matte recesses create a pleasing con-
trast and shimmering effect. White was one of the ti-
tans of American frame design, working with New
York carver Joseph Cabus (1824-1894) to produce ar-
chitecturally inspired frames to house the works of
his friends and contemporaries such as Dewing, Ab-
bott Thayer (1849-1921), Augustus Saint-Gaudens
(1848-1907), Dwight Tryon (1849-1925) and George de
Forest Brush (1855-1941).

It is important to note that when replacing a
painting’s frame, we always keep the original. Al-
though the current styles may not favor antique
frames, tastes always change and we may find that
old frames come back into style in a decade. Original
frames can also retain old exhibition labels, maker’s
marks and gallery stickers, thereby helping to trace a
painting’s history or provenance. Antique frames are
also often valuable in their own right. Frames from
revered designers like Stanford White, Hermann
Dudley Murphy’s Carrig-Rohane Shop, Foster Broth-
ers and Newcomb-Macklin can bring tens of thou-
sands of dollars on the resale market. The
Carrig-Rohane frame alone on Charles Hawthorne’s
(1872-1930) Story Bookwould easily fetch five figures
today. The intricate sgraffito panel is a rare design el-
ement in extant frames from the shop, which Vose
Galleries took over in 1915. Sgraffito is a centuries-old
Italian technique that involves scratching away a top
layer of paint to reveal the gilded surface under-
neath. 

John Ferguson Weir (1841-1926), A Study in Black and Gold 
(Portrait of Miss Coe), oil on canvas, 32 1/2 x 24 1/2 inches
Signed upper left: J. F. Weir, 1882

Charles W. Hawthorne (1872-1930), Story Book, oil on canvas mounted 
to board, 30 x 25 inches, circa 1917, signed upper left: C.W. Hawthorne

Framing Matters                                                                    
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In order to keep original frames together with their paint-
ings we often have to restore damaged or deteriorating frames.
The original frame of Charles Courtney Curran’s (1861-1942)
The Mountain Side Seat showed fairly typical signs of age when
it was first brought to us. Curran cared deeply about frames,
and this is possibly a custom design from a New York framer
made specifically for him. After long years of service, the cor-
ners had cracked and sections of the original finish had rubbed
off. Most frames accumulate small nicks and cracks either from
atmospheric conditions or mishandling. Particularly dry or
humid climates can cause the gesso to crack and flake, while
extremes in temperature can often lead to warping or brittle-
ness. Fortunately, our frame restorers were able to easily repair
the damage to the corners and refinish the worn areas. The
reinvigorated frame now once again acts together with the
painting to create a poetic statement of Curran’s aesthetic.

Charles Courtney Curran (1861-1942), The Mountain Side Seat, oil on canvas mounted
to Masonite, 30 x 30 inches, signed and dated lower right: Charles C. Curran N.A. / 1917

Likely the original frame
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One of the primary reasons we reframe works is because
their original frames are too small or too large for the paint-
ing, and Montague Dawson’s (1895-1973) Red Jacket was a per-
fect candidate. The former frame (top) was too narrow,
making the painting seem less substantial and oddly sized.
The scale of the new frame works in conjunction with the di-
mensions of the canvas and the elegance of the ship, creating
a bold, cohesive statement.

The frame we chose for Red Jacket offsets the marine
painter’s expressive brushwork and solitary subject with sim-
plified lines and a bold, sweeping cove. The clean elegance of
this frame recalls the preferred styles of earlier marine lumi-
naries such as James Buttersworth (1817-1894), Robert Salmon
(1775-1858) and Fitz Henry Lane (1804-1865), but does away
with the heavily ornamented corners which have fallen out of
favor today. 

Montague Dawson (1895-1973), Red Jacket
Oil on canvas, 28 x 42 inches, signed lower left: Montague Dawson

Framing Matters
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Our final decision in creating a
frame is the tone and is usually the
most delicate and difficult part of
the entire process. Gold leaf typi-
cally comes in shades that vary from
the most pure 23 karat to alloys like
white or moon gold, and additional
substitutes, such as metal leaf and
bronze powder, add to the wide vari-
ety of available finishes. We find
that gold is almost always preferable
to other metallic finishes. The luster
of a perfectly-toned and burnished
gold frame adds richness and depth
to a work that other metals cannot
replicate. Gold, unlike silver and
metal leaf, will not oxidize and tar-
nish with age.

Once we’ve chosen the type of
gold leaf we want to use, we select a
bole color that either closely corre-
sponds to or contrasts with the hues
in the painting. Gordon Grant’s
(1875-1962) The Mackerel Seine first
came to us in what is likely the
artist’s frame. While its silver leaf
worked well to accent the cool blues
of the water, it gave a chilling effect
to the entire scene and was also in
poor condition. We replaced the
frame and decided on a slightly
greenish 22 karat gold leaf over a
black bole. The gold leaf accents the
purple and turquoise sky while
highlighting the glowing sunlight on
the clouds and distant sail. The
black bole shows through along the
burnished ripples, providing a
pleasing contrast, while the matte
panel softens the overall shine of the
frame. 

Gordon Grant (1875-1962), The Mackerel Seine
Oil on canvas, 25 x 30 inches, signed lower right: Gordon Grant, circa 1950
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Whenever possible, we try to keep original or period
frames with their paintings. As long as the period style does
not egregiously clash with today’s tastes or detract from the
work, we aim to make only minor updates. The original frame
on Laurence P. Sisson’s (1928-2015) New England November re-
quired the most common alteration we make, a new liner.
The original linen wrapped liner was an extremely popular
choice throughout the 20th century, but often shows its age
today. We love the original rustic wooden frame and were
able to keep it, just replacing the outdated liner with a more
contemporary gold edge.

Framing works on paper presents a new set of challenges.
Too often we find examples that have been improperly en-
cased, which can cause serious condition issues and devalue
otherwise excellent works. It is imperative to use only archival
quality materials when framing a valuable work on paper. For
decades the museum standard has been cotton rag matting,
which remains stable for centuries. At the very least we
choose conservation quality mat board made of chemically
purified and buffered wood pulp. Standard wood pulp mat
board deteriorates relatively quickly, releasing acid as it
breaks down. The artwork should be held in place using eas-
ily reversible fixatives, such as wheat paste and Japanese
paper hinges, and they should always be displayed behind
glass to protect the delicate surface. Further damage can be
negated by using ultraviolet reflective glass. Our favorite glass
also has an anti-reflective quality that greatly reduces glare.
When these measures are taken, a work on paper will last as
long as any oil painting.

Once a work on paper has been safely mounted, the
biggest decision concerns matting. Traditionally the mat cre-

ates a neutral barrier around the work, complementing the
tone of the paper. Today mats come in a wide array of colors
and can be board or wrapped in fabric. We tend to limit our-
selves to mat board or a very smooth silk in varying shades of
white. Incorporating a mat can be a unifying element, allow-
ing multiple small watercolors of varying styles and palettes
to be displayed together. We also often find that smaller
works must be matted, making the whole piece larger and
better able to hold a space.

Reynolds Beal’s (1867-1951) Cathedral of the Immaculate Con-
ception, Mazatlan, Mexico, (opposite) is framed in the tradi-
tional method. The cool white mat is offset by a thin
Americanized version of a French style frame that became
popular in the 1980s. Many of the works we handled during
that decade still reside in these frames, originally designed
and popularized during the reign of Louis XV. The inner edge
of the mat is finished with a small decorative strip of gilded
wood known as a fillet. Here the shade of the smooth silk re-
flects the color of the background paper and offsets the bright
watercolors. 

A more modern approach is to frame a work on paper as
we would an oil, as seen in Millard Sheets’ (1907-1989) Man
with Boys on Horses, Fiji. We often find that the more dense
and highly-keyed the colors, the more they maintain their
strength when framed without a mat. Sheets’ vibrant tropical
hues and bold style are more than enough to stand on their
own, and would feel oddly confined if surrounded by a neu-
tralizing mat. The perfectly toned metal leaf on the original
frame complements the warm foreground colors and creates
a cohesiveness between the frame and painting. 

Laurence P. Sisson (1928-2015), New England November, oil on Masonite, 21 3/4 x 47 5/8 inches
Signed and dated lower left: Laurence Sisson 50, original frame with new liner

Framing Matters
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Millard Owen Sheets (1907-1989), Man with Boys on Horses, Fiji, watercolor 
on paper, 22 x 30 inches, signed lower right: Millard Sheets, original frame

Reynolds Beal (1867-1951), Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, 
Mazatlan, Mexico, watercolor & graphite on paper, 14 7/8 x 21 inches

Signed and dated lower right: Reynolds Beal / 1936



Peggy and her husband, Bob, did not begin collecting
until they were married in the mid-1970s, although both grew
up surrounded by art and antiques. Peggy’s grandmother was
an interior designer who brought back antiques from Eu-
rope, which in turn piqued Peggy’s mother’s passion for col-
lecting. Both sides of Bob’s family built collections over the
years that encompassed a wide range of interests. From
Boston, Bob’s paternal family was drawn to early American
furniture and Native American artifacts, while Bob’s mater-
nal side, hailing from rural Maine, focused on paintings by
New England artists. 

Their own collection of antiques evolved over time,
starting first with practical pieces like bureaus, tables and
desks purchased from small antiques shops around New
England. Bob was particularly drawn to clocks, a fascination
instilled by his father, and they still own a dwarf clock his fa-
ther made for his mother in 1942 as an engagement present.
Their own collection of early American clocks focus mainly
on New England clock makers such as Ephraim Downs,
Lemuel Curtis, and Brewster and Ingrahams, dating from the
mid-1700s through the late 1800s.  

Bob’s maternal grandparents were more interested in
buying quality contemporary furniture, but they also had
an affinity for collecting paintings, most of which were do-
nated to a public institution after their deaths. Bob recalls,
“I remember as a child going to my grandparents’ house,
and they were pretty old at that time, but they really loved
the little collection they had. And I've seen that as you get
older it brings you a lot of pleasure.” One notable piece from
the collection was an oil painting by Julian Alden Weir titled
Purple Iris, which was purchased from Vose Galleries in 1931
and has descended through the family. The Weir is housed
in an original Carrig-Rohane frame made by the gallery at
the time. 

Amazingly, three generations of Bob’s family have pur-
chased paintings through Vose Galleries, including both of
his children in recent years. Their son, Harry, remembers
being urged by his parents and grandparents to appreciate
fine art and antiques, and feels it is the main reason he began
collecting after college. Rather than decorating with contem-
porary furnishings, Harry’s tastes tend to align with those of
the earlier generations of his family. “Paintings that speak to
me are ones which reflect nature and well-known areas be-
fore they became more developed—a visual link to the past.”

One of the initial purchases Peggy and Bob made
through Vose Galleries was a beautiful Robert Emmet Owen
winter scene of New Hampshire, which now hangs in their
living room. Bob recalls, “When we bought that one it sort of
got us in there and thinking, there was room for improve-
ment in what we had.” They soon returned to the gallery and
took three more paintings on approval, hoping to find suit-
able spots for each one. They lived with the three for a few
days before taking the plunge. Peggy advises, “I think it's im-
portant to take a piece on approval, to see if it fits into the set-
ting that you have.” Two of the three pieces were New
Hampshire landscapes by artists of the White Mountain
School, and the Thomas Craig depicting Mount Lafayette is
one of Peggy’s favorites. “I look up from my laptop and see
the Craig and think 'Oh, I love Mt. Lafayette’…I bought it be-
cause it reminds me of other times, when I climbed Mt.
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“I think it's important to take a piece 
on approval, to see if it fits into the 

setting that you have.”

Thomas Bigelow Craig (1849-1924), Mt. Lafayette
and the Gale River from Franconia, New Hampshire

Robert E. Owen (1878-1957), Winter Scene-Road in the Hills



Marshall Johnson, Jr. (1850-1921), Taking on a
Pilot off Boston Harbor

Lafayette, when I was at camp, family time together up at the
flume. Don’t buy a painting as just an investment. The painting
has to speak to you.” Bob fell in love with an exceptional example
by Samuel Griggs titled River View with Bridge, New Hampshire,
and these early purchases are still two of their favorites. The third
is a beautiful and rare early Venetian sunset by John Joseph En-
neking, painted in 1874. Bob recommends, “If you really like
something don't let it get away!”

Most of the works in the col-
lection were created between
1870 and 1940 by New England
landscape painters, including
Hugh Bolton Jones, William Pre-
ston Phelps, Benjamin Champ-
ney and Aldro Hibbard. Over
time, however, the couple broad-
ened their interests to incorpo-
rate some beautiful New
England seascapes from that pe-
riod, including a large Boston
Harbor scene by Marshall John-
son and a gorgeous watercolor by
Alfred T. Bricher. “My parents
had a seascape by Marshall John-

son,” Bob remembers, “and I grew to love it. My objective was to
find a comparable work for our collection, and Vose Galleries ex-
ceeded the requirement.”

There is a beautiful cadence to the collection. Some exam-
ples are more loose and painterly while others are finely detailed,
and each piece depicts a different season and mood. Every paint-
ing that was hand-picked by the couple are top examples by the
artist and in excellent condition, often with original frames. “The
paintings go along with the furniture and the style of our house,”
explains Peggy. Bob agrees, “That’s why art is so interesting, be-
cause you can go out and find something that complements your
personality and lifestyle. When you’re dealing with an art dealer,
they get to know you, and they get to know your likes and dis-
likes. A dealer is better able to show up with home runs that you
won’t get if you walk into a place just once.” 

One very thoughtful piece of advice that was mentioned to
the couple years ago has stuck with them. “Treat yourself to one
good thing every year. Don't do it all at once. Or if that's not in
your budget, then every other year. If you buy one nice thing a
year over a period of time suddenly you'll have a collection you
are proud of,” says Bob. Peggy adds, “You have a tendency to learn
from what you bought, and you have a more critical eye the next
time you buy, and a better sense of what you are looking for in
art, beside it just speaking to you. There’s a whole evolution with
becoming more knowledgeable, and therefore your tastes evolve
too.”
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Every painting that was hand-picked by
the couple are top examples by the artist
and in excellent condition, often with

original frames.

“You have a tendency to learn from
what you bought, and you have a
more critical eye the next time you
buy, and a better sense of what you
are looking for in art, beside it just
speaking to you. There’s a whole 
evolution with becoming more

knowledgeable, and therefore your
tastes evolve too.”

Julian Alden Weir (1852-
1919), Purple Iris

Samuel W. Griggs (1827-1898), River View with
Bridge, New Hampshire
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One of my most memorable moments as an art dealer
was during a home visit with a long-time client of Vose Gal-
leries. He and his wife had worked with three generations of
Vose family members to build a top-quality collection of
American paintings. The couple’s home was brimming with
their cherished artwork; each piece had been hung with care,
and after so many years of collecting there was very little
spare wall space. 

With this in mind, my sister Carey and I were surprised
when the couple wanted to buy a bold, large-scale Aldro Hi-
bbard painting, approximately 40 x 50 inches! However, they
worried that finding room for something of that size might
be too difficult. Just when I thought they were going to de-
cide against the purchase, the gentleman turned to us with a
smile and said, “Beth and Carey, if you can fit it, I’ll buy it.” 

We were ready for the challenge! After trying several lo-
cations, we found the perfect spot; the Hibbard painting
looked spectacular in the space, and in turn the room was
brought to life. Most importantly, the couple was delighted
with the newest addition to their collection. Finding the right
“homes” for artwork is one of the most gratifying aspects of
working with clients. Both beginning and seasoned collec-
tors appreciate a fresh eye and new perspective on where
their art might be hung to the best advantage.

Clients come to us with one of two different goals. Some,
very few in number, are in the process of building a focused
collection, similar to what is found in museums, and in those
cases their home decor is kept very simple in pattern and
color in order to highlight the art. The vast majority of our
clients, however, buy art to complement their home decor,
often after a decorator has finished a project.

If you are looking for artwork to complement existing
decor and to fit into defined spaces, I would suggest trying
multiple options until you find the “aha” moment, when a
piece of art makes the room come alive. Artwork doesn’t have
to match perfectly with the decor to look fantastic, so go into
the process with an open mind. As long as the end result is
an enhanced appreciation for both your home and your fine
art, it’s worth the extra effort! In the following “before and
after” installations, which were all hung in the gallery’s
brownstone, we have kept the decor spare and nearly identi-
cal to illustrate the huge impact that art on its own can have
on the overall feel of a room.

It’s almost impossible to address every aspect of hanging
and display, but I will try to touch on a few universal fac-

tors—both practical and aesthetic—which a dealer would
consider when hanging art in a home environment: ensuring
the safety of the artwork, using color as a unifying force,
identifying focal points, creating visual vignettes, and achiev-
ing balance through proportion.

Safety is Paramount

The first consideration of how and where to hang artwork
should be safety. Before any paintings and works on paper
leave Vose Galleries, we ensure that all framing materials are
archival, the artwork is secure in the frame, and hanging
hardware is in good condition and appropriate for the weight
of the piece and type of installation. When choosing a loca-
tion, avoid placing any artwork (including oil paintings) in
direct sunlight, close to heat sources, or in rooms with high
or fluctuating humidity.*

Color: A Unifying Force

When you look at all of the “after” installations, there is a
common theme: harmony of color. I’ve never seen an art col-
lection built around a single color palette, so it’s quite a chal-
lenge to actually achieve that harmony when hanging
multiple paintings in one room. As you can see from the en-
tryway and dining room, one solution is to visually separate
the painting(s) that don’t blend well. The beautiful Charles
Courtney Curran painting, The Mountain Side Seat, with its
vibrant high-keyed palette, is an oddball in the larger group-
ing of darker, subtler works, but shines by itself over the
mantle. In the dining room, Dines Carlsen’s bright, impres-
sionistic Urn and Fruit in a Landscape clashes with the olive
green and gold tones throughout Hermann Dudley Murphy’s
meticulous Single White Peonies. However, when given visual
space and grounding, the Carlsen becomes a refreshing bal-
ance for the muted palettes of the more tightly rendered can-
vases. In contrast, the living room marine and seascape
paintings all blend beautifully due to the use of varying
shades of blue in the sky and water. I’ve included two con-
temporary artists in the installation, Donald Demers and
Joseph McGurl, to further illustrate the unifying power of
color in artwork of all ages.

*To read more in-depth information about archival framing
methods and art installation you can visit the “Collectors
Tips” section of our website: www.vosegalleries.com 

The Art of Displaying Fine Art    By Elizabeth Vose Frey
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Choose a Focus

In the initial installation above, the four figural paintings
are all so powerful that they are competing for visual space;
we can’t focus on any one canvas because there are too many
“stars” of the show. In the arrangement below, I’ve chosen to
give the whole grouping more physical room by removing
two of the figural paintings, and more visual room by focus-
ing on just the Paxton and Curran. The Curran, with vibrant

colors and a bright palette, looks fantastic on its own above
the mantle, but might clash with other artwork placed on the
same wall. In contrast, the subtle colors and muted tones in
William Paxton’s The Blue Jar are a perfect complement to the
Leslie Prince Thompson still-life, which also incorporates
orientalist decorative arts. On the other side of the Paxton
I’ve added Murphy’s Single White Peonies, another still-life of
similar size and tonality to the Thompson, to create balance
and further focus the eye on the Paxton.

Above from left: William M. Paxton, The Blue Jar; center top: Leslie Prince Thompson, Still-Life with
Fruit and Figurine; center bottom: Frederick A. Bosley, The Blue Kimono; Charles Courtney Curran,
The Mountain Side Seat; Frederick A. Bosley, Winged Figure
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Create Visual Vignettes

Many collectors enjoy hanging artwork of the same sub-
ject matter in one room, such as still-lifes in a dining room.
However, even with a unifying subject matter it can be a
challenge to blend works of different styles and colors into
one visual setting. In our dining room installation, you can
see how discordant the Carlsen looks when it is placed next
to the Murphy; it doesn’t “play” well with the other paintings.
One easy but impactful solution was to give the Carlsen its
own visual vignette: when centered over a single piece of fur-

niture with appropriate decor, it has become grounded and
doesn’t draw attention away from the other canvases. We
could have simply removed the Murphy Single White Peonies,
but the Thompson and Murphy The Azalea are out of propor-
tion with the Carlsen and don’t hold the larger wall. Placing
the larger Murphy in the center and adding a simple piece of
furniture beneath creates a second vignette. The Murphy
now becomes a second focal point, the two flanking paint-
ings provide balance and the larger wall no longer looks
sparse.

The Art of Displaying Fine Art

From left: Dines Carlsen, Urn and Fruit in a Landscape; Hermann Dudley Murphy, Single
White Peonies; Leslie Prince Thompson, Still-Life with Fruit and Figurine; Hermann Dudley
Murphy, The Azalea
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Proportion

There are several positive elements to the original
arrangement of marines and seascapes in the living room.
The colors, style, and subject matter tie the works together
nicely. However, the paintings are not in proper proportion
with their spaces: the Demers seascape is too small above the
mantle, the Montague Dawson marine is oversized above the
desk, the four smaller paintings are overcrowded in a tight

space and all of the paintings are hung too high. A simple
swap of the Demers and Dawson makes a huge difference,
and we also removed two of the smaller works to focus atten-
tion on the McGurl and Murphy paintings. Salon-style in-
stallations (which I would consider to be four or more pieces)
can be striking if they are done well, but it’s easy for artwork
to get “lost” and become subordinate to the grouping as a
whole. 

Left: Montague Dawson, Red Jacket; group, top left: Joseph McGurl, Cruising on the
Coast; group, top right: Donald Demers, Set by the Sea, East Boothbay, Ocean Point,
Maine; group, bottom left: Hermann Dudley Murphy, Beach Scene; group, bottom right:
Donald Demers, The Rocks at Pemaquid, Maine; far right: Donald Demers, Littoral Paths



Crosby Kemper (1927-2015) was a towering figure not only
in height, but also in his devotion to the arts through both
collecting and philanthropy. He served on a number of
boards and national committees for the National Museum of
American Art, the Whitney Museum of American Art, and
the Addison Gallery at Phillips Academy, among others. He
and his wife Bebe have given generously—including works
of art—to numerous institutions, including the Nelson-
Atkins Museum of Art, the Spencer Museum of Art at the
University of Kansas, the Albrecht-Kemper Museum of Art,
and the Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation at Monti-
cello.

Crosby and Bebe Kemper have been valued clients of
Vose Galleries for many decades, and they often relied on the
advice of top art dealers in building their collection, eschew-
ing the vagaries of auctions. What follows is an interview
with Bebe about their experiences.

Carey L. Vose: You’re a fine artist in your own right. Did that
drive your interest to collect, or was it really a mutual interest
in your relationship? 

Bebe Kemper: We had similar tastes; we both liked represen-
tational paintings more than abstract or contemporary.
When we founded the museum [in 1994] we preferred the
word ‘modern’ and its definition than ‘contemporary,’ so
from the Ashcan School on. Our museum does a great deal
of contemporary.

CLV: Have your tastes evolved over time?

BK: I’m much more receptive to the cutting edge than Crosby
was. I still prefer representational art, whether it is still-life or
portrait. I’m not as fond of portraits as Crosby was. I don’t
find them nearly as interesting as landscapes, still-lifes, or
genres.

CLV: Do you feel like your training as an artist gave you a leg
up in terms of connoisseurship?

BK: Very definitely. I see too many people going to a museum
head or the head of a department to have them form their
collection for them. 

CLV: So it sounds like you and Crosby bought what you
loved and curated your own collection rather than letting ad-
visors and curators tell you what is considered quality.

BK: Vose Galleries and Nicholas Hall, then of Hall & Knight
Ltd., would always call and say I have a wonderful this or a
wonderful that, and that was very influential. When we vis-
ited, Vose would always come in with your treasures; some-
times we’d agree and sometimes we wouldn’t.

CLV: So you would stop by Vose on your way to Chatham
[MA], like a pilgrimage every year?

BK: I don’t think we missed a summer, until Crosby became
ill. I think my favorite things we’ve bought from you are the
Woodbury watercolors – we bought a lot of them and I just
love them.

Collector Spotlight: A Conversation with Bebe Kemper, Kansas City

Kemper Museum of Contemporary Art, 
Kansas City, Missouri

Polly Thayer Starr (1904-2006), Nude in Sun

“Well, we never ever bought 
according to whether it was going

to stay valuable or become 
valuable—we always bought what
we liked. We tried to always buy

good examples of an artist’s work.”
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CLV: Who are some of your favorite artists?

BK: One of my favorites is Eva Gonzalès. I love Jamie Wyeth’s
Sophomore at Bowdoin. I don’t know if I have any real fa-
vorites; it varies from year to year. I’m very fond of Wayne
Thiebaud’s work. I think he’s the greatest living painter today.
He’s a painter’s painter. I admire both Jamie’s and Andrew’s
[Wyeth] work. Amongst my favorite works purchased from
you are the Woodbury watercolors and the Polly Thayer
Starr Nude in Sun.

CLV: Are there any pieces that got away?

BK: We always wished we had a Sorolla. We both would have
liked having a Matisse.

CLV: Some beginning collectors buy at auction with no idea
about condition. Did you buy both at auction and from deal-
ers throughout the years?

BK: We bought very seldom at auction, but did so occasion-
ally. We bought basically from dealers. The trust in these re-
lationships is important. I’m walking around now looking at
the art hanging in my apartment, many of which are water-
colors. I love the work of Steven Scott Young and the Hopkin-
sons we bought from you.

CLV: I think you have a really important one of his three
daughters – one similar to that in the 1913 armory show.

BK: It’s in my bedroom. I love it. Andrew Wyeth’s portrait of
Ann is hanging in my apartment. It’s one of his best works
and one of my favorites. One of the very last things Crosby
and I bought together was a very early Rothko, a figurative.
Those are very rare and becoming more sought after.

CLV: Any nuggets of wisdom to give to new collectors?

BK: Well, we never ever bought according to whether it was
going to stay valuable or become valuable—we always
bought what we liked. We tried to always buy good examples
of an artist’s work. We never bought anything for an invest-
ment purpose only. We never had a list of painters we
thought we needed to own. Try to buy well but don’t buy just
for investment purposes or trends.

“We bought very seldom at 
auction, but did so occasionally.
We bought basically from 
dealers. The trust in these 
relationships is important.”

Charles S. Hopkinson (1869-1962), Three Sisters

Charles H. Woodbury (1864-1940), The Dragon
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